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MAUD LINDSAY TO TELL STORIES

Students To Hear Her Once Each Month

Stories by Miss Maud Lindsey once each month is something which our students have in anticipation, according to announcement of Miss Orpha Ann Coleman, chairman assembly program committee, who explains that Miss Lindsey cannot come to us at regular assembly hour, because of her work at Florence Free Kindergarten and so it has been arranged to have her come once each month a part of her devoted to the discussion of training school affairs.

The program will take places on Monday afternoon of each month in Kittly auditorium, beginning at 3:05 and every student is invited to attend while doing work in the training school or not. She told her first stories Wednesday. In her own inimitable style, and her audience was charmed.

Miss Lindsey has a magnetic personality and her stories, whether they be for grown-ups or for kids, never fail to delight her audience. A grown-up audience into the psychology in which had little Jimmy who wouldn’t walk a step, hesitating everyone and grandfather’s walking cane, which be a challenging one in the twinkling of an eye, and in to children the man is a real good thing. And they appreciate it, because they have been in Jimmy’s position, stood and crossed and a long way from home. And so everybody is happy.

Miss Lindsey is a national figure, and her ability and the patience to tell stories and decline many so there it has been arranged and sent to the director for distribution. These will go to colleges and their people to promote interest in geography.

Mr. Dyer has contributed an article to the Pedagogical Review, "The Industrial South and the Teacher"

Though this article appeared in the July issue of 1931, it is still of interest and has been arranged to be published at our alma mater.

The relation of the teacher to the changed and still changing world, and the problem of great interest. Mr. Dyer writes. True, schoolmen and not as there is no need. (Continued on Page Two)

Three programs are unusual

Something new offered at assembly

Three valuable chapel programs have occurred on the campus. Dr. Egan feels interested and auspicious for students in thought in psychology; Miss Sparks sponsored a presentation of Alabama authors; the history classes of Mr. Taylor, Jewell Whitten; and the students of Mr. Worthman for their interest in physical and biological specimens and all tend toward one goal, a better understanding of the environment and all that they are striving and the mind, Dr. Egan said. They used the method of introspection, therefore, were known as introspective psychologists.

The second session discussed work that is a shift of interest from pure science to the applied fields, and developed the axioms of which thinking people have some knowledge and which had its primary achievement in a appreciation of the great importance of the children.

Purposive psychology, Dr. Egan said, emphasizes the motivation in learning.

"Gravity psychology places emphasis upon making clear to pupils the goals for which they are striving and how to achieve them by the drill and routine."

"Psychology as a whole, it is clear that development from infancy to maturity is an orderly and understandable and probable, if we have the ability and the patience to make the available clues."
WE BUILD TODAY TRADITIONS OF TOMORROW

The Flor-Ala, the student newspaper of Montevallo, Alabama, mentions the traditions of the college. It states that the traditions are not merely the old practices but are being built upon by the current students.

THE EDITOR SPEAKS HER MIND

The Flor-Ala editor, L. Willingham, reflects on the importance of tradition. She mentions that the traditions of the college are not just old practices but are being built upon by the current students. She also mentions that the traditions are not just the old practices but are being built upon by the current students.

TRADITIONS AND TRADITION BUILDING

The Flor-Ala editor, L. Willingham, reflects on the importance of tradition. She mentions that the traditions of the college are not just old practices but are being built upon by the current students.

THE LAWS that govern the creation of new holidays are not so simple as those for the old ones. The laws that govern the creation of new holidays are not so simple as those for the old ones.

THE RELATIONS CLUB

The Relations Club elects delegates to the International Relations Club. The Relations Club elects delegates to the International Relations Club.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES WIDE

The Flor-Ala notes the wide range of student activities at the college, including sports, clubs, and community events.

THE STAFF

The Flor-Ala staff includes a circulation manager, business manager, assistant business managers, and circulation manager. The staff is responsible for the distribution and collection of the newspaper.

THE FLOR-ALA ON ESTABLISHING A SWEETHEARTS' DAY

The Flor-Ala notes the establishment of Sweethearts' Day, a day set aside for sweethearts to express their love and affection to each other.
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### Salvaged Society

At the home of Hazel Hall, a new Open House, a sight at which many friends have been approved. Miss Eliza Jane Peay and attended S. C. T. last summer. She is well-remembered by all who knew her during her two marriage years ago.

Students will be glad to know that Frances O’Hare has recovered from recent illness.

---

### See for Yourself

**Photographs of Quality need not be high priced—**

*Ours Are Not SPECIAL PRICE TO S. T. C. STUDENTS*  
**LANDRUM’S STUDIO**  
**Phone 331**  
**Florence**

---

**Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing**

J. W. SOMMER  
Your Jeweler  
**Phone 123**  
**Court Street**  
**Florence**

---

### Are these teachers?

- **New Students to S. T. C.? or Both?**
  
> _three fashion-forward young women we see out at the clubs, the stations, the hotel, the theaters! With all these leading fashions in for a busy spring, for from such comes the applause and popularity._

---

### Photos of the Amazing Ad

Interest in the district of a swanky style.

---

### TRIFLES... light as Air*

These $1.49 HUMMING BIRD HOSE are now $1.25

---

### Are these teachers?

- **New Students to S. T. C.? or Both?**

---

### Drastic Reductions

A dollar spent now has the value of two during the “Money Saving Days” at**

---

### FOR REMEMBRANCE

The most personal gift in the world of a swanky style.

---

### THE FLOR-ALA

**THE BEST IN VAST WAVING, Finger Waving, Marcelling and Facial Treatments**

**AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY**

**Telephone 111 for Appointment**

### TRIPLES CITY-BOUTIQUE SHOPPE
Alumni News

The staff wishes to express indebtedness to several of the alumni. We appreciate very greatly the interest which they are showing in The Flor-Ala. Our most especially indebted alumnus is Mr. Ewin, who has been so interested in our college as to give us financial assistance and to invite Mr. Ewin to make a visit to our campus. He writes us from New Orleans and tells us that he sends greetings and best wishes to his alma mater.

In closing, we wish to express our gratitude to all of our alumni who have been especially helpful to us in the past year.

Marie Benson, '29, writes from Birmingham, Alabama, and tells us that she has been popular among the girls of that city. She says that she has been especially helpful to us in the past year.

James Ewin, '08, of New Orleans, a distinguished alumnus, was a visitor on our campus Monday. Mr. Ewin is a contractor and is interested in the construction of our new building.

Miss Mary T. Tunc writes from Florence, Alabama, and tells us that she has been especially helpful to us in the past year.

Some of the most beautiful and famous examples of the world's art are especially indebted to their Alma Mater.
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